It is encouraging that our recent article examining trends in discovery rates and structural diversity for natural products (NP) (1) is generating discussion in this fascinating area (2). However, we wish to correct several misconceptions presented in the comments from Skinnider and Magarvey (3).
Skinnider and Magarvey's (3) letter incorrectly summarizes the key conclusion of our work. The letter states that "[t]heir analysis suggests that the pace of structurally unique NP discovery is decreasing." Our study makes precisely the opposite conclusion: "A cursory review of these data might suggest that the field of natural products is no longer discovering novel chemical entities. . .[However,] it is also important to evaluate the distribution of molecules with low similarity scores. . . Overall, this analysis indicates that the discovery rate of new molecular architectures among natural products has increased since the origins of this field and has remained at a significant rate despite the everincreasing number of published natural products..." (1).
Skinnider and Magarvey (3) raise two main concerns about our (1) analyses. First, they suggest that the observed trends in similarity are due solely to increasing sample size, and do not inform questions related to NP diversity. In fact, as noted by Burke and coworkers (2), it is precisely this rise in values that allows us to conclude that the NP chemical space discovered to date is bounded; if available NP chemical space were vastly greater than what has been observed, this curve (see figure 1B in ref. 1) would contain almost uniformly low values. The analysis by Skinnider and Magarvey (3), replacing a subset of NPs with compounds from the ZINC database (4), yields much lower similarity values, demonstrating that: (i) NPs are not like ZINC compounds and (ii) if one removes some of the NPs, then the ability to describe the boundary of NP space goes down. This finding is further supported by our analysis of source subclasses ( figure 2D in ref. 1) , which demonstrates that compounds from one source subclass bear low structural similarities to all other marine compounds, regardless of how many compounds are added to the dataset. These plots counter the suggestion that library size alone is responsible for the observed trends.
Second, Skinnider and Magarvey (3) question our (1) conclusion that more compounds published in recent years are derivatives of known scaffolds than was true in previous decades. To support their position, Skinnider and Magarvey (3) compare actual similarity trends against a randomized dataset. For practical reasons this approach is fundamentally flawed because it ignores the fact that many NP manuscripts report multiple family members in a single article. Taking 2015 as an example, our dataset contains 1,576 compounds derived from 484 papers. Of these, 49% of compounds possess at least one other compound in the same article with a Tanimoto score > 0.9. Our original analysis excludes intra-article comparisons because it only compares compounds to those found in previous years. By randomizing compounds across bins, Skinnider and Magarvey (3) have introduced a large number of derivative relationships between family members, precluding direct comparison between the actual and randomized datasets. Therefore, we must conclude that the analyses presented in Skinnider and Magarvey's (3) letter do not accurately reflect the current situation for NP research. Instead, to echo our original conclusion, "the future for natural products is very bright indeed" (1).
